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Napoleon was in exile on the island of St. Helena in 1817, when his zealous followers, eager for a 

triumphant return, devised a plan of escape. To notify their deposed leader, they hid the instructions – 

the time and place of a jailbreak rendezvous – within a rook of an ornamental Chinese chess set. A 

French officer was sent to deliver the set and disclose the hidden plans, but fate intervened: the officer 

died on the voyage. Napoleon, unsuspecting, played chess with his special set for the rest of his life, 

never knowing that the secret plans for his return to power were only a rook move away. 

 

Although this story is portrayed as an actual historical event by several trustworthy sources, the specific 

facts and dates seem to be missing. But even if this tale is apocryphal, it is true that Napoleon was 

presented with a beautiful Chinese chess set while in exile.  The set later became the property of George 

Vanderbilt, and today the set is housed at the Biltmore Estate in Asheville, North Carolina.   

 

Ironically, the set used the pattern known as “Cantonese King George,” because the white king and 

queen represent King George III and Queen Charlotte of England – but this type of set was also 

manufactured with Emperor Napoleon and Empress Joséphine as the white king and queen! Perhaps the 

symbolism would have been too explicit for Napoleon’s captors; another Chinese set had been barred 

for delivery because it was inscribed with the imperial insignia and the letter N. (In contrast to the 

earlier story, this incident is well documented.) 

 

An exemplary “Napoleon” set is shown in the following photo, which was kindly provided by Richard 

Gardner Antiques of Chichester, West Sussex, England. 
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This King George III / Napoleon pattern is one of five common types of sets that were manufactured in 

China during the 19th century for export to Europe, mostly to England and France. The following 

diagram shows the king piece for each type, and the percentage of that type out of all Chinese export 

sets, based on the large number of antique Chinese chess sets (more than 1,400) that have been offered 

in the major historical chess auctions over the past sixty-five years. 
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The most common Chinese-made pattern, as indicated by the chart, is often referred to as simply 

“Chinese” because it typically shows the clashing of two Chinese armies.  Bishops are represented by 

mandarins, knights are mounted horses, and rooks are elephants. The rooks are typically adorned with 

flags –nondescript flags for the red rooks, but the white rooks sometimes flew the Union Jack to appeal 

to the British market. 
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This set, as well as the Napoleon-king set shown earlier, has a special (but not uncommon) adornment – 

a “puzzle ball” in the stem of each piece. These carved ball-inside-ball-inside-ball are uniquely Chinese, 

and were used as a showcase for the amazing talents of the Chinese carvers.  Puzzle balls were also 

called “mystery balls” or (in prior centuries) “devil balls,” because of the almost inhuman level of skill 

required to make them. From the pamphlet A Companion to Bullock’s Museum (Sheffield,1799) comes 

this description: “Eight Balls of Ivory, cut within each other, out of one solid piece, by the Chinese. This is 

the more astonishing, as every ball is pierced of a different pattern as fine as lace.” The Quarterly Review 

(Bruxelles, 1836) renders a similar opinion:  “In carving wood and ivory, the Chinese have no rivals. We 

cannot approach them in their ivory workbaskets, fans, and other articles: no European artist, we 

believe, has even attempted to cut out from one solid ball of ivory seven or eight interior ones, each 

separate from the rest, and as beautifully carved as the exterior one.” 

 

In the nineteenth century this art form was taken to extremes, such as this puzzle ball with fourteen 

nested balls: 
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But even this masterpiece comes far short of the largest and most intricate Chinese puzzle ball on 

record: a mind-boggling 42 nested balls! 

 

Exquisite Chinese-pattern chess sets were exhibited in the Great Exhibition of 1851 as well as the Great 

Industrial Exhibition in Dublin 1853.  The Illustrated London News of June 4, 1853, describes the Chinese 

chess sets of one exhibitor in the Dublin exhibition: 
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Forty British pounds in 1853 is equivalent to £4800 today, which is still a reasonable price for a high-

quality Chinese set. So the value of this type of set has mirrored the value of inflation in the United 

Kingdom over the past 160 years. 

 

Here is another Chinese-pattern set with standard themes – Chinese versus Chinese, white versus red 

stain. 
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The sets were quite large, whether they were made with or without puzzle ball stems. The average 

height of the Chinese pattern was 15 cm tall. (Chess set measurements are typically quoted as the 

height of its tallest piece, which is almost always the king.) 

 

The next-most-common type of antique Chinese set is referred to as the “Burmese” style, although they 

were later shown to be from China. Note the carved faces on the kings, queens, and bishops. 
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These sets are not as large as the Chinese-pattern sets, with most of the king pieces measuring within 

the range of 8cm to 12cm. 

 

Another “Burmese” set in my collection also has faces on the kings, queens, and bishops.  As is the case 

with other patterns, the Union Jack flag is often found on the white rooks. 
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This type of set was stated to have been made in Burma, based on speculative assertions in the chess-

collecting reference manuals of the mid-20th century. The book Chessmen by AEJ Mackett-Beeson, one 

of the early “bibles” for chess collectors, states, “…these sets were carved by Chinese craftsmen in 

Burma.” But authentic Burmese sets are of a completely different character. Michael Mark, one of the 

world’s foremost authorities on antique chess sets, makes the convincing case that these sets are 

Cantonese, and his findings have helped redirect and correct the mindset of the chess-collecting world. 

Further strengthening the case is a letter found in the box of one of these sets, which states, “Samuel M. 

Cornell brought these chessmen from China in clipper ship Hotspur about 1861.” Today these sets are 

still called “Burmese,” but almost always with the quotation marks, to indicate the change in mindset 

regarding their country of origin. 

 

Of the “Burmese” sets in my collection, all but one are stained red, the exception being a green-stained 

set. 
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Next on the list is the King George III pattern, which is really a sub-theme of the broader and more 

generic Chinese pattern. The main difference is that the white king and queen pieces are historically 

identifiable – King George III and Queen Charlotte, or (rarely) Emperor Napoleon and Empress 

Joséphine, and these sets were clearly targeted to the markets of specific countries, especially England 

and France. 
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Another King George III set shows the remarkably detailed carving that is featured on many of the 

antique Chinese sets. Note the Union Jack flags on the rooks in each of these sets. 
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King George III and Queen Charlotte were represented much more often than Napoleon and Josephine 

in these sets.  Based on information that can be gleaned from historical chess auctions, King George III 

sets outnumbered Napoleon sets by a fifteen-to-one margin. 

 

Other subtler differences exist between the standard Chinese sets and the King George sets. Almost half 

of the Chinese pattern sets, but only one-in-five King George sets, had puzzle balls on the bases; and 

while there are very few green-stained Chinese sets, King George sets in green are not nearly as 

uncommon. Here is a green-stained King George set, housed in a lacquered cabinet. 
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The lacquered cabinet features Chinese motifs on the inside and outside. 
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Another King George set in my collection is also stored in a lacquered cabinet, which has additional 

drawers for dice, cards, and little trays. 
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The next type of antique Chinese set is known as the Macao pattern. Whereas the generic Chinese sets 

and King George III/Napoleon sets are full-figural, Macao sets are always bust figures mounted on 

stems. The theme of European-versus-Asian is readily apparent in Macao sets, as evidenced by the faces 

on the pieces. Many Macao sets also have the Union Jack flag flying on the white rooks, such as this one. 
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Note that the set is also the standard natural-versus-red, although green Macao sets are not unusual:  

approximately one in five Macao sets was stained green. 

 

Two other Macao sets in the collection have slightly different features, but the same themes. 
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Like the “Burmese” sets, the Macao pattern has also been the subject of historical misnomers. Based on 

the name it would be logical to assume that these sets were made in Macao, a Portuguese colony, but 

once again the evidence has tilted strongly in favor of Canton as the birthplace of these sets.  The reason 



is again one of profitable misdirection.  Alex Hammond, an antique chess dealer in London in the mid-

20th-century, sought to raise the cachet and prices of his chess sets; his embellished (some say 

fabricated) stories about the origins of different types of antique sets, including this type, have caused 

ongoing consternation within the chess-collecting world for the past six decades. 

 

A second misnomer, caused by the first, is that the white king and queen supposedly represent King 

Carlos I and Queen Amélie of Portugal. That attribution is difficult to accept, because these sets were 

manufactured in the early-to-mid 19th century, yet Carlos I was not born until 1863! 

 

Another pricing benchmark is found in the diary of Benjamin Shreve, an American who made a number 

of trips to China in the years 1815-1820.  One of his acquisitions in 1820 was a Macao set, which he 

purchased for $15.  That is the equivalent of $306 today.  Meanwhile, the value of these sets has 

increased significantly, to an average price of $4000 in the years 2000-2013.  Since 2013, however, the 

United States ivory bans have dramatically reduced prices of all ivory sets, both in the United States and 

in other countries, because there is now a smaller pool of people bidding at auctions for the sets. 

 

A relatively rare type of Chinese-made chess set consists of small round discs with carved illustrations.  

Fewer than 30 of these sets have been offered in the major chess auctions since 1950. The more 

intricate disc sets have symbols of the chess pieces, surrounded by delicate ivory filigree. 
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Disc sets are very portable and were therefore ideal for travelers. Some disc sets, such as the one 

pictured above, have standard symbols that may have been based on the Staunton pattern.  Other sets 

used symbols that are more aligned with Chinese culture, such as this set: 
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The analogies to symbolic pieces in the other Chinese patterns is much more apparent. Rooks are 

elephants, knights are horses, bishops are mandarins, and kings and queens are emperors and 

empresses. 

 

The third Chinese disc set in my collection has very standard Staunton-like symbols and no filigree, but 

the pieces are sturdy and will probably last for hundreds of years. 
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All of the Chinese sets in this article, as well as the vast majority of antique Chinese chess sets in general, 

were made of elephant ivory. The main source of ivory for China’s carvers in the late 18th century and 

early-to-mid 19th century was from Indian elephants, but as trade routes to Africa were expanded, the 

use of African elephant ivory become more prevalent. 

 

A little-known fact is that, in addition to Indian and African elephants, there were long-tusked 

indigenous Chinese elephants that roamed the country in prior millennia, becoming extinct three 

thousand years ago. According to Chinese Art Vol. 3 (1965), the ivory of these Chinese elephants was 



used in some of the earliest Chinese carvings, which date back to 5000 BC.  Hopefully the extinction of 

these ancient elephants does not foreshadow the fate of today’s elephant population. 

 

Even earlier, 20000 years ago, mammoths could be found in China. Some Chinese chess sets from the 

18th and 19th centuries were carved with mammoth ivory, although it was considered to be a 

somewhat inferior material, because aging had affected the aesthetics of the ivory. 

 

Chinese-made chess sets are popular items in paintings and other artwork, due to their intricate designs 

and bright red colors. Willem Elisa Roelofs, Jr.’s painting from the early 20th century highlights a Chinese 

pattern set. 

 

 
 

  



Meanwhile, the “Burmese” pattern is highlighted in Herbert Ashwin Budd’s painting, dated 1927. 

 

 
 

  



Edward Reginald Frampton’s painting from 1890 interprets the scene from Shakespeare’s The Tempest, 

in which Ferdinand and Miranda are playing a game of chess. Frampton chose a Chinese chess set for his 

interpretation. 

 

 
 

Photos of Mr. Crumiller’s collection are posted at chessantique.com and https://tinyurl.com/h76xvw6. 


